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I.  TECHNICAL REPORT SUMMARY 

Tne objective of the research described in this repor'. is to determine the 

feasibility of developing a recombining electron beam-exci:ed plasma into a 

pulsed laser of exceptionally high peak power.  Currently accepted theory 

indicates that this should be possible. 

Although a wide variety of recombination processes are known to occur in 

gaseous plasmas, it is only the relatively complex and unfamiliar collisionally- 

stabilized one which appears to hold promise for a lasing medium. As discussed 

in Section II. this process is optimized at high charge densities and relatively 

low energies, but is almost completely quenched in atomic and molecular systems 

which can participate iu lissociative recombination. Theory predicts that in 

helium at charge densities of the  order of 1016cm"3 collisionally-stabilized 

recombination should produce large inverted population of the resulting neutrals 

which would tend to radiate in the J.Op to 0.3ii wavelength region, provided the 

temperature of the electron swarm is kept low.  It is this requirement which 

suggests that unlike conventional visible and UV lasers excited by electron beams, 

lasing action from recombination would be optimized in the afterglow period fol- 

lowing the termination of the beam. There is a considerable advantage in this 

from the viewpoint of fundamental collision crosa-sections.  In the conventional, 

directly-excited visible and UV systems over 95% of the beam energy is lost to 

the production of ionization not contributing to the laser output.  In contrast 

and as detailed in Section II. theory has predicted that the subsequent colli- 

sionally-stabilized recombination of the ions with electrons could provide a 

mechanism for recovering some of this ionization energy with a resulting orders 

of magnitude increase in the optical output. 
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öoth the available output energy and pulse duration ^pend strongly on 

the electron density, high values of which only become available from e-beam 

excitation at high neutral gas pressures.  In this requirement lies the basic 

uncertainty in the approach since previous investigations of this type of charge 

neutralization have centered on neutral gas densities some 200 times less than 

the 20 atmosphere values which theory requires for significant radiative output. 

The researcn effort reported here has focused upon this recombination 

approach and the intent of the initial considerations iave been to first pro- 

vide an additional test of theory in helium at an intermediate pressure of 

tnree atmospneres.  From it can be directly determined the amount of light 

output, the lifetime of the recombination process, and whether or not popu- 

lation inversions were developed. 

During the current reporting period an electron beam-excited helium after- 

glow system, operating routinely at 5 atmospheres and capable of modification 

to 20, was developed and instrumented so that spectroscopic observation of tran- 

sient emissions in the visible and near IR region could be made with 10 nano- 

second resolution.  Construction details anu system ,erforaance are presented 

in Section III. 

Technical results discussed in Section IV appear highly encouraging from 

the perspective of the contract objective.  In particular, it was determined that: 

1.  In the absence of lasing, incoherent emissions of the order of 0.1 

to 1.0 milli-Joules/liter per pulse occurred in the afterglow of tne 

3 atmospheres of helium at 7065, 6400 and 5875Ä.  System efficiencies 

ran as high as 0.04X even without laser action. 
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2. Botn the detailed functional forms and effective lifetimes of the 

spectral transients were consistent with the theory of collisionally- 

stahilized recombination as applied to an electron swarm at 1000oK 

effective temperature.  Characteristic lifetimes of the radiating 

population were found to be about 100 nanoseconds at this pressure 

for the he2 bands at 6400^ and 465oX.  The corresponding peak power 

i.adiated incoherently at 6400X was of the order of 1000 watts/liter. 

Improvements realized in the evolved afterglow cell HPAC-lb suffic- 

iently increased system integrity to allow initial evacuation to better 

than 10  Torr with mass spectrometric analysis of the residu«! gas. 

The resultant increase in gas purity contributed an improvement in 

energies available from recombination by reducing competing charge 

transfer channels of de-excitation.  At the 7 atmosphere upper limit 

of pressures, lifetimes were found to decrease to 25 nanoseconds. 

3. Optical gain was inferred from measurements of time-resolved enhance- 

ment ratios in non-oscillating optical cavities resonant at the wave- 

lengtns of the various prominent bands and lines.  Positive gain was 

indicated for all transitions examined not terminating on metastable 

levels.  Gain coefficients of the order of 0.05 per transit of the 

afterglow were indicated for the helium lines at 6678 and 5875^.  Peak, 

gain coefficients of 0.16 and 0.17 per transit were measured for ttie 

atomic line at 7065A and the molecular band at 6400 X, respectively. 

Unfortunately, the shorter wavelength band at 4650X terminated on a 

metastable level and showed an absorption coefficient of 0.23 per 

usit at this pressure. 

-- - 
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Implications are that the 640oX transition can be lased when the afterglow 

chamber is fitted with optical-quality brewster-anr.lc windows.  Attempts to verify 

tnis indication will be made when tne third afterglow chamber containing low-loss 

windows is installed.  Its design id.ll permit operation to 20 atmospheres of 

nelium while maintaining system integrity characteristic of ultra-high vacuum 

installation.  Furthermore, as detailed ir. Section V, it is indicated tnat as a 

consequence of operation at 20 atrnospiieres lifetimes will decrease to a few nr-io- 

seconds witti a consequent increase in both pulse energy and peak power.  Still 

to be determined is whether lasing can actually be realized and if so whether 

the energy currently lost during the recombination to non-radiative channels of 

stabilization can be returned to an induced radiative channel. 

However, shoulu theory continue to be validated, the feasibility of the 

recombination laser would, in fact, be established.  In that case the consequent 

advantages inherent in the use of the recombination process would be expected 

to be: 

1) Visible to near-uv operating wavelengths.  The principal molecular 

O o 

Rydberg series in He2 extends from 6400A to 3680A. 

2) One output photon per ion. Most of the excitation energy in inert 

gases goes into lonization and overall efficiencies of 8% should be 

attained. 

3) Lifetimes for the source of population proportional to the inverse 

cube of the electron density. At 20 atmospheres pressure and an 

16  3 
electron density of the order of 10 cm" , lifetimes of the order 

of 1.0 nanosecond should be realized. 

 il ■— i I i 
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4) Scalable output  energies.    Of the order of 5 Joules/liter could be 

expected at electron densities of 10    cm"  .     At  electron densities 

17    -3 
of 10    cm     which are characteristic of 200 atmospheres pressures, 

50 Joules/liter would be expected in a picosecond if  the same electron 

temperature were maintained. 

5) Control of the precise temporal form of  the output pulse.    This can be 

controlled in principle by heating the recombining electrons and thus 

varying the  rate  of  the population supply  through  its expected T~ 

dependence. 

Evidently,   the critical point in the course of  this  research ir   the 

immediate future lies  in  the  realization of lasing action  in one of  the bands. 

Subsequent optimization would  then be  dependent upon extensive further research 

into the detailed steps  and  thermal economy of  the  recombination process. 

_J 
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II.      IHTRODUCTION AND REVIEW 

^OW '    predicts   the occurrence of extremely  large inversions  of 

populations in certain recombining high pressure plasmas,     riowever.  prior  to 

the  commencement of  the  research discussed here,  such  inversions had only been 

examined    in low pressure helium afterglows.     Indications based on those studies 

of  collisionally-s.abilized recombination were  that it  could in fact  foim  the 

basis  for a new  type of   laser of high power.     In such  a device  the inversion 

of population would be produced as a consequence of particular ion-electrcn 

recombination processes  in which  the excited atomic or molecular states are 

sequentially populated,   energetically speaking,   from the  top  down.     Although 

theory had predicted substantial  consequent pair inversion ratios  for almost 

a decade  ,  the difficulties  in obtaining recombination controlled plasmas of 

large volume, which at  the  same  time were  free from the  competing effeccs of 

dissociative recombination,   generally prevented  the actual observation of such 

inversions. 

The process of collisionally stabilized recombination  is  a complex one 

occurring,  essentially,   in  two  composite steps,  1)  capture  of  an election by 

an ion and 2)  subsequent  stabilization.     For example,  in helium the sequences 

are  the following: 

Capture processes 

He    + 2f.    t    He*(p)  + e 

He + He + 

He + e -> 

He (p) + He 

He (p) + hv 

Stabilization processes 

He (p) + e ^ He (q) + e    p > q 

He (p) + He ^ He (q) + He  p > q 

He (p) * He (q) + hv      P > q 

■UHK^MUA -. 
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where He (p) denotes an excited helium atom with principal quantum number, p. 

The net result of the initial capture sequence is the establishment of 

a quasi-equilibrium distribution of population among the bound states whose 

ionization potential is less than a few KT for the electron gas.  However, 

the total populition within such states is usually small compared to the ion 

density and therefore do not represent a significant portion of the loss of 

ionization due to recombination.  Subsequent stabilization can occur by 

successive collisional or radiative processes which tend to move population 

to states of greater ionization potential.  When an element of population 

aas been moved to a levex of sufficiently high ionization potential, the rates 

for the inverse excitation processes are negligible and the stabilization is 

complete.  It is during the course of this latter sequence of steps that 

substantial inversions of population should be produced.5 

Of first importance to the evaluation of collisional radiative recombination 

as a process for populating inversions in a practical la^er medium are its 

potential in terns of a) output wavelength and pulse energy, b) pulse duration, 

and c) efficiency.  Consideration of each is reviewed in the following subsections, 

a)  Output wavelength and pulse energy - an estimate for these parameters 

can be made by recognizing that first for a sufficiently high upper 

state the nearly degenerate sublevels are in thermal equilibrium at 

the electron temperature and secondly that most collision-induced 

changes of energy level result in only a unit change in principal 

quantum level.  in other words, there is no effective mechanism 

by which the recombining electrons can a\   id  the upper state of the 

stimulated transition.  Consequently, the least apper boundary « 

Ma - — '  
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the number of transitions per pulse which can be stimulated to emit 

is the number of recombination events occurring in the afterglow 

period following each ionizing pulse and plasma. Assuming competing 

losses of ionization can be suppressed, one photon could be obtained 

for each electron originally produced.  Optimization of the energy 

available would occur by selecting a transition in a Rydberg series 

of the atom or molecule with principal quantum number as large as 

possible without elevating the energy into the "quasi-equilibrium 

group" of levels mentioned above.  In principal this means a photon 

of energy a few KT less than the greatest ionization energy found 

in the class of states having transitions to states with veiy short 

radiative lifetimes.  Examples are found in Figures 1 and 2 which 

shows excited state energies for He and He2, respectively.  In the 

former the most suitable series would be the n3F - 33D commencing 
O 

at  1.87^ and converging at ^8190 A.     In the  latter species.  He 

the more favorable series, np1!!    ♦ ish  ,  ranging from 5130A to 
3+3 U    o 

3130A and ns  Zu    ♦ 2p ng ranging from 6400A to the convergence 
o 

limit at 3680A could be attempted. In these cases. Table I 

summarizes the consequent peak pulsed energy available in a 

recombining helium afterglow of 1016 electron-ion pairs/cm3. 
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Figure 1 

Energy level diagram of He.  Energies of tiie excited states 
have been plotted relative to thn ground state which is off- 
scale to the bottom.  Wavelengths of the principal transitions 
Have been indicated. 
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Table I 

Pulsed Energies Available In Listed Transitions 

Wavelength 

lb700A 

8190A 

64UUA 

S130A 

36 80 A 

3130A 

Species State 

Hg A3F » 33D 

.it- lim n3F • 33D 

Hc2 
3 ♦    3 

38JJ:  - 2pJn, 

"-2 Sp1!!  * Zth 
g     u 

He2 lim ns3! * - 2p3 „ 
u    r • 

He. lim np1:;. • 2i1r * 
•      u 

Quantum 
Efficiency (J 

Energy 
oule/liter) 

2.7Z 1.1 

6.2Z 2.4 

8.6Z 3.1 

10.82 3.8 

15.OX S.4 

17.72 6.3 

b) Pulse duration — The pulse durntion is more difficult to estimate 

from theory.  In the first approximation the entire energy available 

to the laslng transition can hm  assumed to be emitted in a time com- 

parable to the inverse of th. recombination rate. Problems result 

from the paucity of measurements of this rate for collisionally- 

stabiliced recombination.  For theoretical reasons, the effective 

two-body recombination rate coefficient, defined for the loo X* by 

I7 IX*) - -alX*HeJ 

2 7 
Is expected * to have the form 

,-9/2 

(1) 

J ' K,l*HV300)    * ^1X1(^/300)* (2) 

where [e] and (X) denote the concentrations of free electrons and 

neutral ctoms respectively. T^, the electron temperature, and a is a 

coefficient which is undetermined at the present time. 
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7 8 9 
Values  in the  literature  *   *    are somewhat scattered and entirely 

confined to values of electron and neutral pat tide densities several 

orders of magnitude below those now obtainable with bean-excited dis- 

charges.     In the absence of «or« appropriate values,  the best estimates 

for He    from the literature would seem to be 

a - 7 x 10"20IeJ(Tt/300)"9/2 + 10"27lHe] ,      (3) 

I 

and for He. 

c - 1.5 x lO"20(eJ(T€/300)"9/2 + 1.5 x 10'27tHal   .    (4) 

However, there la sow evidence  that a more generalised model 

is necessary and beat parameterized as 

(5) a - K(e| "(T /300)"9/2 

0 
D 
D 
II 
D 
D 

where n is a finctlon of nr<)«surc and 0 < n < 1. At 44.6 Torr prior 

measurements over the rang«. 1010 to 1012 cm"3, of electron densities 

for He2 Indicated a value of 

a - 2.8 x If,*11^]0,185 (6) 

where (ej is again t\ m  electron density in mits of cm'3. 

It* either caae an equivalent exponential KfctiM against 

recombination, T, can be defined to be 

The resulting expected lifetimes are summarised in Table II. 

(7) 
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Species 

He 

Hi 

Table II 

Lifetimes Against Recombination 

[•] "• 1 

(c.-3) CK) (sec) 

io16 300 0.14 x 10 

3000 0.44 x -0 

1Ü16 300 1.0 x 10" 

3000 3.0 x 10" 

-12 

-8 

Superficially It appears any llfetlae and hence pulse duration 

could be attained provided 1)  the Ionisation could be produced in s 

time short cospared to Che output pulse and 2)  the electron temperature 

could be adjusted to a sufficiently  low value In the saae  time.     Unfor- 

tunately the electron tenperature Is not a free paraaeter, but Is pre- 

ll 12 H<cted to be controlled by the  feedback of energy to the electron 

gas during the stabilizing collisions between excited states and the 

free electrons.    Current theory      indicates a value in the range 

1300* - ld00*K would be apprcpriate for the  1016 mT   electrons in 

heliua at STP.    Nevertheless it must be recognised that  such sn esti- 

mate is based upon extrapolation of parameters over so many orders of 

magnitude fro« measured values as to render the nine-halves power of 

the result to be of questionable vslue. 

c)    Efficiency — Although the quantum efficiencies summarised in Table I 

are not extremely impressive, the system efficiencies exper'ed for a 
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reconblnation laser should be limited primarily by  these quantum 

efficiencies.    This  results from an exceedingly effective use of 

electron beam energy.     Whereas in most e-beam excited laser systems, 

including N2 and H2, waste of over 90Z of beam energy lost In 

inelastic collisions occurs in the production of ioniration as 

opposed to excitation,  in  the  recombination scheme,  use is directly 

made of that Ionisation.    The minor occurrence of direct excitation 

appears as waste in the postulated system.     Considering mat about 

42.3eV of beam energy is expended in the production of a 24.5eV He+ 

ion or 22.4eV He2    ion,  system efficiencies of 58X and i3Z,  respectively, 

of the quantum efficiencies should be attainable.     This lilies that 

lecjmbination lasers should achieve overall efficiencies of 5 to 10 

per cent. 

Nevertheless,  at  the point of  inception of  the  research  reported 

here virtually all predictions were based on extrapolations of para- 

meteritations of  recombination processes obtained from studi*; ct 

neutral pressures not substantially greater than 0.1 atmosphere and 

electron densities lass Chan 1012 cm'3.    As expected,  the fastest 

recombination llfetiass reported had bern of the order of tens of 

mit rose con ds. 
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III.  EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

The objective of this program has been stated to be the evaluation of 

the potential utility to laser development of recomblnlng high pressure helium 

plasmas.  There are several ways In which this could have been done depending 

upon tne actual characteristics such plasmas are found to have.  In the pre- 

ceding material tnese parameters were estimated theoretically on the basis of 

constants obtained from measurements spanning variable ranges many orders of 

magnitude below those of interest for this study. Should those extrapolations 

prove valid one would have needed only to build the laser and study the depend- 

ence of its power density on operating parameters.  In fact the extrapolated 

value, are such that the moat liiteiy pair of quantum level, for lasing could be 

found by simply observing which levels superradiate during the afterglow period 

following the ioni.ing pulse applied at the pressure giving the highest total 

iouixation.  If. however, higher order terms which are not theoretically appreci- 

ated tend to interfere with the reali.ation of the extrapolations, then these 

higner terns would need to be determined before optimisation of the parameters 

could be attempted. 

In either case, the initial .cp. most clearly Indicated have been the 

conatructioo of an electron be«^excited. high prea.ure afterglow .y.tem followed 

by a .urvey of the tlme-re.olv.d. .pectrally re.olved radiation from the plaama. 

The first can be conveniently considered from two aspects, plaama production and 

data acquijition. These together with a characterisation of the resulting sys- 

tems are reported below. The subsequent spectral survey is considered in the 

following section. 
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a)  Plasma Production ~ Figure 3 shows an overall view of the 

evolved design of the plasma system and e-beam gun.  The first 

of the high pressure afterglow chambers (HPAC-1) is shown in 

the center of photograph.  It is basically a welaed stainless 

steel box having the schematic form of a horizontal cross with 

an additional downward leg serving as an inlet port.  One pair of 

opposed arms is terminated by gasketed windows and the other pair 

contains the pumping port opposite to the e-beam window.  Dimensions 

and construction details are found in Figure 4. 

HPAC-1 was of limited utility and served to facilitate exped- 

itious testing of measurement concepts concurrent with the design 

and fabrication of the more sophisticated chambers HPAC-2 and 

hPAC-lb.  Principal limitations on HPAC-1 resulted from the following 

factors: 

1) Study over a large pressure range was precluded by the 

relatively large span of the 1 mil e-beam window. 

2) Gas purity was limited by the gasketed construction of 

the windows which did not allow a complete bakeout and 

evacuation before back-filling with the high-pressure 

helium. 

3) Precise optical measurements were limited by the lack of 

Brewster angle windows. 

As was planned, the limitations on HPAC-1 completely determined 

system performance during the first six month period of the investi- 

gation.   However, the remainder of the •..Itra-high vacuum and gas 

inlet manifolds were designed in a manner consonant with design 

projections for other highly evolved systems anticipated in later 
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Figure 3 

Photograph of HPAC-1 (center) together with the electron 
beam gun to the left and the near-confocal optical cavity 
to the front and rear center. 

I I 
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Figure 4 

Drawing of  the High Pressure Afterglow Chamber    (HPAC-I) 
showing construction details. 
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stages of the program.  Figure 5 shows a view of the vacuum and gas 

handling system and Figure 6 schematically outlines its functions. 

All standard components were Varian 2 in. UHV grade.  The portion 

enclosed in dotted lines was bakeable to 400Pc while the part in 

dashed lines was an addition implemented with HPAC-2 and used subse- 

quently with HPAC-Ib to provide accurate pressure measurement without 

contamination. 

System integrity was such that after a mild bakeout with heating 

tapes a pressure of 2 x 10  Torr could be maintained in the dump tank 

while the valve to HPAC-1 was open.  Final verification was obtained 

with a commercial neliuu leak detector which failed to show any de- 

tectable leaks. 

Restriction 1) on the pressure range was removed in principle 

with the design of HPAC-2.  The span of the e-beam window was reduced 

to a value theoretically appropriate for operation at 20 atmospheres. 

Nevertheless a considerable sequence of mechanical failure was encount- 

ered and it was finally deemed inappropriate to continue with that 

particular subcontractor.  To minimize loss of productive time a modi- 

fied version of the first cell, HPAC-Ib wat>  ibricated for use to 5 

atmospheres, but with restrictions 2) and 3) removed.  Concurrent with 

this step facilities were being established to build future high- 

pressure cells "in-house".  These have been completed at the end of 

this reporting period and it is anticipated that a completely redesigned 

cell HPAC-3 will be available in the near future. 

Figure 7 stiows a drawing of HPAC-Ib'  Construction details are 

entirely similar to HPAC-1 with the exception of the optical windows. 
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Figure 5 

Photograph of the e-beam gun and KPAC-1 to the left, front 
and the UHV vacuum support system to the rear. 
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Figure b 

Schaaatic representation of the UMV vacuum and aaaoclated 
gaa handling sy^teaa.  The dotted linea enclose portions 
bakeaole to 400 C. The daaned linea encloac additions Co 
tb« systea to be laplesiented when HPAC-2 waa installed and 

' subsequently with HPAC-lb. 
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Figur« 7 

Drawing of eh« High Pressure Afterglow Cheaber, Version lb 
(riPAC-lb) snowing construction details. 
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Quartz windows w«rc fused Co quartz tubing cut at the Brewster 

engic and thes«. Joined through graded seals to Virian UHV flanges. 

With tuis arrangetcnt systea integrity waa coaplete aa evidenced by 

tue fact that jfter « uild bakeout to 3000C a pressure of a few xl0~ 

Torr could be maintained in the dunp tanka.  Residual gas analysis 

waa performed after each evacuation and showed only tracea of con- 

taainant.  A typical aaas spectrua is shown in Figure 8a. 

After evacuation, the chaaiber waa valved off fro« the pump and 

filled through the inlet port with lie 11 urn of high initial purity, 

further conditioned by passing it at Che fill preasure through a mole- 

cular aieve trap cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures. Bureau of 

Hines analyses of cylinders of similar grade have shown one or two 

ppm non-condensable, inert (neon) impurity and it is believed that 

Cnis figure represenCs Che ulCimaCe purity attaincable with this 

system.  As will b« discussed in the following section, this treat- 

ment sufficeo to reduce all impurities below the threshold of spectro- 

scopic detection by optical means. Typical mass spectrometric analysis 

of tne cell contents at tue completion of an experimental aequence is 

shown in Figure 8b. No evidence of leakage or gas evolution can be 

detected.  Nevertheless, should the need arise in future stages, 

several cylinders of <0.2ppo inert iupurity have been obtained.  Fur- 

9 
ther improvement to parts in 10 can be achieved if necessary through 

low-pressure cataphoreaia followed by re compress ion. This latter la 

a tedious and expensive step and will be implemented only if necessary. 

- 

1 
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Figures 8 

RaslduAl gu analysis obtained after evacuation of HPAC-lb 

a) Haas apectrua of steady state evacuation. Initial condition 
before filling with helium. 

b) Haas spectrum of cell contents after an experimental cycle of 
the order of 4 hours and SO e-beam discharge pulses. 
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SPECTRUM   A 
.-II TOTAL PRESSURE 2 x lO"    TORR 

FULL SCALE DEFLECT.ON IO"IOAMP 

^ 

: 

SPECTRUM   B 
-9 TOTAL PRESSURE 2 x I0~ TORR 

FULL SCALE DEFLECTION I0"8 AMP 
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In each cell the primary ionization is produced by a nominal 

0.5 MeV electron beam entering the HP AC through a 0.001 inch thick 

titanium foil.  The beam is produced by a Field Emission Corp.  706 

e-beam gun which can emit 2 x 1014 electrons per 3-nanosecond pulse. 

Divergence of the beam is reported to be 30° so that at a distance I, 

normal to the window, there can be expected to be 

Np - 1.5 x 10
14[1 + 0.81JI + 0.165il2l"1 

(8) 

primary electrons per cm incident upon the HPAC beam window. From 

values of average range, energy expended per ion-electron pair, and 

gas density,  an average charge multiplication factor in helium of 

M - 15.6  cm^atm"1 

(9) 

can be computed. 

The preliminary diagnostic data obtained with HPAC-1 and discussed 

in the following section was obtained at a helium pressure of 3 atm. 

with the e-beam gun located a distance of 7cm from the afterglow chamber. 

For these parameters the Initial helium ion concentration should be 

[+] ^ 5 x 10  cm" HPAC-1    . (10a) 

Closer proximity to the e-beam gun was obtained with HPAC-lb and 

corresponaeu to an initial ion concentration at 3 atmospheres of 

[+] * 1.7 xlO15 cm"3 HPAC-lb     (10b) 

- 
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For purposes of the subsequent calculation of efficiencies 

an expression for the input energy to the afterglow from the beam 

is useful.  Considering the specified beam energy of 4.8 Joules and 

range of 450 cm/atm at the 60% power of 300 KeV, the average beam 

energy deposited in the plasma is 

Eb - 7.8 x [1 + Ü.8U + O.ieSfc2]"1 J/liter   .   (11) 

Better values for these parameters are contingent upon cali- 

bration of beam current and divergence, but it is believed that the 

interrum use of these approximations are consonant with the current 

allocation of priorities in this project, as well as consistent with 

the accuracy at this stage of investigation of the data reported in 

the following section. 

Several instructive problems were encountered with the initial 

operation of the system.  Both RF1 and X-ray noise were extreme and 

extensive protective measures were necessitated.  Nested enclosures 

were constructed to suppress counting from the innermost, tne RF1, 

X-rays, and RF1 again.  The innermost enclosure consisted of a copper 

bellows assembly bolted to the face of the e-gun and srounding through 

spring contact to the mounting ring supporting the foil window. 

Blocking the passage in the bellows was a .004" thick Mylar disk 

placed to protect the face of the e-gun from the possible back ejection 

of material from the foil window. 

Surrounding the HPAC, together with the evacuation tube and 

valve to the dump chamber was ^ 1/16" lead enclosure with open ports 

to allow access to the optical windows and bellows connecting to the 

\ 
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e-guu.  Additional 0.5" lead plates were positioned in strategic 

locations to saadow the external instrumentation and operators. 

The outermost, and most complete RF1 shield consisted of 5 sides 

of a welded aluminum cube approximately one meter on a side.  It 

can be lowered onto an aluminum base plate lying under the asbestos 

base of the bakeout oven.  Electrical contact between the case and 

base is assured by commercially available RF1 gasketing.  All gas 

inlets and vacuum lines through the base were grounded to base by 

sealing them to the base at the point of penetration with RF1 gaskets. 

Contact between tne penetrating tapered output end of the e-gun and 

the case is made witn a sliding RF1 gasket. The only unprotected 

openings througn the enclosure are the two opposed circular ports 

centered on tne same optical axis as the windows of the HPAC.  Since 

there are no significant asymmetries or conductive penetrations 

through these holes, RF1 radiated from them is at a minimum level 

and one which was found to be acceptable to the external instrumentation. 

: 

b)  Data Acquisition ~ At this stage of investigation, the primary data 

is spectral.  At 3 atmospheres pressure with a transverse optical 

axis intensities are relatively low overall. Three high-aperature 

spectroscopic systems have been found useful, an f/2 camera-spectrograph 

with about 300Ä/nm dispersion at the film plane, and an f/4, 0.25 meter 

spectrometer with the exit slit removed to give about l^oX resolution, 

and an f/4, 0.25 meter spectrograph coupled to a 4-stage image intensi- 

fier system arranged so that the dispersed spectrum of a single dis- 

cnarge could be photographed at a sensitivity where single-photon 

scintillations could be recorded. 

\ 
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The f/2-spectrograph was employed primarily to obtain the time- 

integrated spectra of the e-beam afterglow for the purpose of locating 

features of interest, as well as serving as an impurity monitor.  Four 

pulses at the maximum beam energy were required for a useful exposure 

on Tri-X film developed to an ASA equivalent index of 2400. 

The f/4-spectrograph/intensifier shown schematically in Figure 9 

was to extend both sensitivity and resolution of the f/2 survey instru- 

ment.  By adjustment of the accelerating voltage threshold sensitivity 

could be varied from the resolution of single photon scintillations 

to the integral of n successive photon scintillations within the decay 

time of the phosphor on the output screen. 

The 0.25 m spectrometer was used with a nine stage RCA-C31025C 
photomultiplier to obtain the transient intensity response for a 

o 

particular 100A wavelength region.  The useable region of sensitivity 
o o 

extended from 3000A to 8500A.  The photomultiplier risetime of 1.5 

nanosecond insured the transient intensity could be monitored with 

nanosecond resolution if adequate recording teclniques were used. 

Intensities were such that typical signals were in the range of 

0.1 to 1.0 volts into 50^ with decay times in the range of a few x 

, -8 -7 
10 sec. to a few x 10 sec. 

This suggested the use of a Biomation 8100 transient recorder 

which provides the 8-bit digitization of input signals not less than 

0.05 volts for full scale conversion over 2048 time increments of at 

least 10 nanoseconds each.  The device  was   directly interfaced to 

the data acquisition computer currently serving the University's 

Atomic Physics group.  Future refinements are under construction to 

give 300 psec resolution for at least the first 16 points. 

\ 
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Figuie 9 

Schematic representation of the spectrograp.i-image 
intensifier combination used to  record spectra of 
single discharges at the level of sensitivity where 
single photon scintillations could be distinguished 
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Callbratlon of the 0.25 ■ •p«ccraa«c«r and dettcdon tyscta was 

accoapllahcd by coaparlaon Co a ttandard of irradiance traceable Co 

NBS.  Detection acnaltlvlclcs which calibrated the power at the epectroeieter 

entrance silt to voltage at the 8100 Input ranged froa 20u watti/volt at 

8800Ä to 12u watts/volt at 6700X decreasing Co 22u watts/volt at 

4000Ä.  The rather low sensitivity In the violet was primarily a 

consequence of the 6000Ä blste wsvelength of the grating, chosen to 

enhance the ususlly depressed red-sensltlvlty of aost fast detection 

system.  A conslderstlon of geoaetrlcal factors and voluae sailed 

gave an overall calibration depending on wavelength which equated 

between one and two kllowatt/llter of Incoherent power radiated fro« 

the e-beaa afterglow to 1 volt of detected signal. 

The addition to the eystea of an .xternal optical cavity containing 

HPAC-1 and having coincident optical axis with It has peraltted the 

prellalnary Inference of optical gain fro« Masureaents of the enhance- 

■ent of certain spectrsl features observed In the optlcsl csvlty.  The 

csvlty supporting these Masureaents 1»  a sub-concentric geoaetry 

Imposed by the availability of airrori and the physlcsl distensions of 

the shielded systea. The aessureaentf discussed In the following 

section were obtslned with siultl-lsyer dielectric alrrors of aaxlaua 

available reflectivity over the 6000 to 700oJl region. Other alrror 

•eta sre available but detailed exaalnatlons at 3 ataospheres have 

been currently confined to the red region. 

A prelialnary characterisation of the 3-ataosphere e-beas sfter- 

glow In hellua wss obtslned during the initial 6-aond period with the 

systea as described.  Extension of these results to span the one to 



WHHJPV 

flv« «caoaphcr*  r.gion WM    «ccotpiUh.d during the  3-«onth rmalndcr 

of ch« r«portlnt P«riod.    Rasults «r« presented In ch« following ■•ction. 

Febrlcatioo of ch« aor« advanced I1PAC-3 i« in progress and the greater 

pressure range afforded will be coupled with a detailed exaiination 

of  the recoabination processes in a Banner guided by the following 

preliainary results. 
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IV. TECHNICAL RESULTS 
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Prallainary values war« obtained for the aosc laportant diagnostic 

paraaeters characterizing ehe e-beaa afterglow excited In 3 ataospherei of 

helluB with the previously described HPAC-1 systea.13 Confirmation and 

extension of these values to cover the one to five ataosphere prasaure 

range waa accoapllshed In the HPAC-lb chaaber at greatly Improved gaa 

purity. Paraaetcra considered In this work ware a) output wavelengths, 

b) recombination llfatlmaa and peak power levels, c) Incoherent output 

efficiencies, and d) Inferred optical galna. Each la considered In the 

following subsections: 

•) Output wsvelengths — Figure 10 presents a arnray spectrua of 

the visible region made with the ill  apactroi^raph. Long wave- 

lengths are to left. The upper spectrum Is a comparison spectrua 

of a d.c. recombination source In helium at 3 Torr. Its purpose 

Is to provide a reference for the He2 spectrua which Is generally 

difficult to obtain from coamerclal spectral sources. The lower 

spectrua la a composite of four pulses of e-beam afterglow In 

helium at 3 atmospheres In the HPAC-1 system together with the 

atomic helium spectrua from a coamerclal source superlaposed over 

the lower 1/3 of the strip. Exposure of the lower atrip was at 

an aperature of f/2 on Trl-X flla developed to an equivalent ASA 

Index of 2400. The appearance of the upper, reference, Hej spectrua 

la what would be considered "regular" In the literature being 

characteristic of a cool ('vSOO'K) recombination spectrua of He** 

st about 1011 electrons/ca3 and a negligibly low neutral gas prsssure. 
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Pigur« 10 

Survey speccrua of the vUlbl« region wide with an f/2 
•pectrogreph. Long wavelengths are to the left. The 
upper spectrua Is • coaperlion tpectrua of a d.c. reco«- 
blnatlon source In hellua at 3 Torr. The lower spectrua 
Is a coaposlte of four pulses of the e-baaa afterglow In 
hellua at 3 ataospheres in the HPAC-1 systea and the 
atoaic hellua spectrua froa a coaaerclal source auper- 
laposed over the lower 1/3 of the «rip. Exposure of the 
lower strip was at an aperature of f/2 on Tri-X fila devel- 
oped to an equivalent ASA index of 2400. 
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Prlnclpal features have been Identified below the spectra 

and ter« values referenced can be Identified from Figure 2. If 

the Intensities of the spectrum of the e-beam afterglow are 

qualitatively normalized to the usually domln^t emissions from 

the reference spectrum of Hej, namely the triplet 3d complex at 

5950, 5880, and 5730A, then the following transitions appear 

anamolously enhanced: 

1. the 3s3E +-» 2p I at 640OA 
U      *     o 

2. the 3dlnu ■►2p1n at 6250A and 

3. the transitions from the 4d complex to the po level at 

6130 and 6100X. 

Remaining bands appear at relative Intensities which could be 

reasonably expected from radiative and colllslonal cascading in 

the course of the stabilisation of the colllslonal-rdiatlve 

recombination of Ha2'f. This Is the cascading discussed In 

Section II. Of course such comparisons sre quite qualitative 

and dependent upon subjective average over a considerable variety 

of low pressure helium recombination spectra. Nevertheless, the 

three features cited above are quite enhanced. 

The first and third represent transitions which in s sense 

compete with the normally Intense 3-d complex. As can be seen 

from Figure 2, the third Is equivalent no a short-circuit from 

principal quantum level 4 to 2 bypassing the "normal" stabilisation 

current which tends to relax captured electrons from one principal 

quantum level at a step. The first can be rationalised as a 

transition from a state beneflttlng from one of the "fine-tuning" 

't 
' 
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•ff«ct« of colllBlonal itabllliatlon which tend to move bound 

electron population« back and forth between angular monentum «ub- 

level« correapondlng to the same principal quantum number. It 

la thla effect which, as discussed In Section II, would allow a 

Using transition to capture virtually all of the «tablllalng 

electron current between principal quantum level«. In the caae 

of the 6A00A transition the particular radiating aublevel lies 

at a OMwhat lower energy, M).22eV, than the d-coaplex and 

•hould show a gain of population relative to the d-complex when 

the electron density 1« high and auch "lateral" colllalon arc 

frequent. 

No «uch ready explanation« appear for the enhancement of the 

«Inglet feature and underacore the caution with which all auch 

* Priori interpretation« of the preliminary data wiat be viewed. 

In fact, subsequent «tudy «bowed thl« band waa enhanced by a 

contribution fro« aecond order «alaslon from the OH radical. Spectra 

obtained from the HPAC-lb ayatem ahowed thla «Inglet feature to 

appear from recombination at Ita "normal" relative intensity 

suggesting no preferential enhancement. The remaining flrat and 

third featurea are not Inconsistent with the gross adjustments 

expected for the colllslonal recombination processes In the course 

of extrapolation over ordere of magnitude of electron density. 

Also evident In Figure 10 are other serious Impurity problems. 

The relatively prominent feature around 4300A la clearly a member 

of the Flrat Negative serlea of H2"f. Thl« la a aelectlvely enhanced 

aerlea generally excited In helium afterglow«14 by the charge trana- 

mm 
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f«r reaction 

H«2
+ + N2 - 2He + N2

+*(B2ru
+) 

12 

It provld.. . v.ry sensitive test for air leakage and evidences 

one of the difficulties encountered In using the gasketed HPAC-1 

system. 

An Instructive proble» was encountered In ^e Interpretation 

of the spectral data of Figure 10 In that It was known that the 

Particular tUm which had been used suffered from a sharp cut- 

off of sensitivity somewhere In the region of 6400A.  This is 

In fact suggested b> the virtual absence of feature.' to the red of 

the 6400A band. 

Figure 11 shows the same spectra as Figure 10 with two 

exceptions, (1) the reduction of contaminants, and (2) the use 

of East™ 2485 film with extended red sensitivity developed to an 

ASA index cf 8000. There is. of course, an immediately evident 

proble» in that forcing the film speed has cost the extensive 

diffusion of the image. A more subtle problem is that the high 

resulting gamma of the film makes It an approximate square-law 

detector in which a proportionate increase in incident Intensity 

la recorded as a squared Increase in film density. Nevertheless, 

the extreme enhancement of the 6400Ä is now quite obvious, resulting 

fro« either the greatly reduced insensltivity of the film at this 

«•velength. or the lack of possible quenching by impurity molecules. 

In addition the analogous singlet band 3shu+ 2ph    at 6590A Is 

seen to be strongly enhanced. The atomic lines at 7065A. 33s - 2^?; 

6678, 3^ - 2^; Join the 5875A transition, 33D - 23p as being the 

- -■ ■ — 
__      ^M 
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Figure 11 

Survey spectrum of the visible region made with an f/2 
spectrograph on film with extended red sensitivity. Long 
wavelengths are to the left.  The lower spectrum is a 
comparison spectrum of a d.c. recombination source of 
helium at 3 Torr. The upper spectrum is a composite of 
four pulses of the e-beam afterglow in helium at 3 atmo- 
spheres in the HPAC-1 system and the atomic helium 
spectrum from a commercial source superimposed over the 
upper-middle 1/4 of the strip. Exposure of the upper 
strip was at an aperature of f/2 on Eastman 2485 film 
developed to an ASA index of 8000. 
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only atomic lines of appreciable Intensity. In this figure 

the superimposed reference spectrum covers the top 1/3 of the 

strip. The possible cause for enhancement of these three atomic 

helium lines or the converse quenching of all others remains 

obscure. As will be discussed In the following material each, 

In addition, shows an anaraolous lifetime. 

Calibration of the film against exposures of the standard 

lamp were attempted but the reciprocity failure of the film made 

the results of doubtful value. The photoelectric measurements 

discussed below fixed the peak power of the 6400A feature to be of 

the order of 1000 watts/liter, a value found to be about half the 

corresponding Intensity of the 5875A peak.  The greater apparent 

brightness of the figures of the latter Is a consequence of Its 

much greater lifetime. 

Figure 12 presents a survey spectrum of a single discharge 

In the HPAC-lb system made with the f/4 spectrograph-lmage Jntenslfler 

combination having greatly Improved sensitivity and resolution. 

Principal limitation on both quantities have been reduced to the 

quantum noise imposed by the discrete nature of the photodetectlon 

events. All the information available in the spectrum has been re- 

corded. Primary detection occurs with an S-ll photocathode with 

subsequent acceleration and multiplication of the emitted photo- 

electrons. In contrast to the direct film recordings of Figures 

10 and 11, this system has an enhanced sensitlty in the shorter wave- 

length region and a pronounced cut-off in the red around 640oX. 

--■ ■■- 
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Figure 12 

Survey spectrum of the visible region made with the 
f/4 spectrograph - Image Intenslfler system. Long 
wavelengths are to the left. Each spectrum Is a time- 
Integrated record of the afterglow from a single dis- 
charge of the e-beam gun In helium at 3 atmospheres In the 
HPAC-lb system. Exposures are for different accelerating 
voltages corresponding to different values of the number 
of superimposed photon scintillations required within the 
decay time of the output phosphor to reach the threshold 
for photographic detection. From top to bottom, accelerat- 
ing voltages are 25, 30, 35 and 40 KV, the last two 
satisfying the requirements for the detection of 
scintillations from single photoelectrons. 
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Relatlve sensitivity of the inteneifier tube as a function of 

wavelength is shown in Figure 13. 

Several exposures of the spectrum are shown in Figure 12 

and correspond to different values of accelerating voltage on 

the image intensifier tube and, hance, to different values of 

gain for the photoelectron amplification. Each represents a 

different value of the nuirber of successively superimposed photon 

scintillations required within the decay time of the output phosphor 

to reach the threshold exposure of the recording film. From 

top to bottom the exposures represent increasing accelerating 

voltage with the last two strips satiafying the requirements for 

the detection of scintillations from single photoelectrons. 

Values of actual photoelectron gain corresponding to the 

accelerating voltages shown can be read from Figure 14. 

Because of its greater resolution, Figure 12 serves to 

provide more positive identification of the featurea of the 

survey spectra from HPAC-1. Most of the He2 spectrum is seen. 

again with principal interest being directed toward the relatively 

enhanced features in the red. However, now can be seen that the 

other members of the "favorable" Tydberg-series discussed in the 

introductory material are present.  In particular 

1. the ma3ru
+ ♦ 2p3ng series convergent at 3680A is 

represented strongly by the m-3,4 and 5 members at 

6400A, 45A0Ä and, A03oX, respectively, and 

Ml . — - 
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Pigurt 13 

Graph as a function of wavelength of the ralatlva 
aenaltlvlty of th« Image tntenalflar ■yttea uaad to 
obtain the data of Figure 12. 
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Figur« 14 

A graph of photoelectron gain aa a function of 
accelerating voltage for the image intenaifier 
ayatca uacd to record the spectra of Figure 12. 
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2. the ■p1ni ■► 2«1ru convergent at 3130)1 and terminating 

on a state optically connected to the leo22eo repulsive 

ground state Is evidenced by the relatively strong 

■-3 and 4 coaponents at 5130l >nd 4000A respectively. 

This latter aerlea la of tangenltal Interest In that 

If laslng could be accoapllshed for one cosiponent 

the delivery of population to the 2s1ru state sight 

occur at a rate sufficient to Invert the vacuua - UV 

transition fro« this state to the repulsive ground 

state. 

The spectral Information of Figure 12 Is auaurlted 

In Figures IS and 16 which are energy levels dlsgraas 

of He and Hej In which for clarity only those states 

participating In transitions observed In the afterglow 

with appreciable Intensity are shown. The general 

observation can be made that the abundance of He2 levels 

excited Is characteristic of a colllslonal-radlative 

recombination origin of the light with good colllslonal 

mixing between levels. The rather restricted excitation 

of the He spectrum Is, conversely, more characteristic of 

some type of selective excitation and warrants further 

Investigation of the possible kinetic processes which 

might supply such upper state excitation. 
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Flgure 15 

Entrgy l«v«l diagr« of «tonic heliua shoving for clarity only 
thoa« state« participating in tranaitiona observed with appreciable 
Intensity  in the afterglow at  three ataospheres. 
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I 
Figure 16 

Energy level diagram of molecular helium showing for clarity only 
those states participating in transitions observed with appreciable 
intensity in the afterglow at three atmospheres. 
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b)    Recombination lifetimes and peak power — Figure 17  shows a 

reconstruction of the time evolution of a single pulsed ex- 

citation of the 6400X feature in the e-beam afterglow at 3 

atmospheres in the HPAC-1 system.    Displayed is the scope 

output of the transient recorder which consists of continuously 

refreshed replays of  the stored transient.    As discussed,  a 

direct connection of a data acquisition computer was also 

available to allow for  the output of the digital image of the 

stored transient. 

Scale of the data of Figure 17 is 200 nanoseconds per 

horizontal division and  270 watts/liter per vertical division. 

This particular feature tended to saturate the photomultipller 

and the data shown was obtained with a 1.0 neutral density filter, 

the scale being adjusted accordingly.    As will be seen this 

general type of decay was found to be typical of the recombina- 

tion emission from the He2 systems. 

To determine the apparent functional form of direct 

excitation of the radiating level during the 3 nanosecond e-beam 

pulse,  observation was attempted of the transient emission from a 

state optically connected tr   the ground l^ state of atomic helium. 

The ground lso22sa2(lr +)   state of He2 is strongly repulsive and unavailable 

for direct excitation.     Figure 18 shows the resulting measurement 

of the emission of  the 31P ♦ 21S transition in atomic helium at 
o 

5015A. The horizontal scale is again 200 nanoseconds per division 

and the vertical scale is 25.6 watts/liter per vertical division. 
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Figure 17 

Time evolution of a single pulsed excitation of the 
6400Ä band in the e-beam afterglow at 3 atmospheree of 
helium in the HPAC-1 system. Scales are 200 nanoseconds per 
horizontal division and 270 watts/liter per vertical division, 
Data shown was obtained with a 1.0 neutral density filter 
with the scale adjusted accordingly. 
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Figure 18 :  Time evolution of a single pulsed excitation of the 5015A 
line which shows only a component due to direct e-beam 
excitation.  Scales are 200 nanoseconds per horizontal 
division and 25.6 watts/liter per vertical division. 
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the most sensitive scale currently available.  Only the initial 

spike temporally mapping the system response to the 3 nanosecond 

beam excitation is significant. The remainder of the trace is 

a result of RF1 escaping from the nested enclosures. 

A typical example of an emission shewing a combination of 

direct e-beam, and recombination excitation is found in the data 

of Figure 19. In this figure the emission of the 33S ♦ 23? line 

of atomic helium at 7065A is recorded on a horizontal scale of 

200 nanoseconds/division by 81 watts/liter per division vertically. 

While the upper 3 S state of this transition is optically forbidden 

to the ground 1 S state and hence an unlikely candidate for excita- 

tion by the primary electrons, it does have a non-zero cross 

section for secondary electrons which might be expected to have 

energies near the threshold for excitation of this system. Most 

probably the situation here is analogous to the excitation of the 

N2 C-state in the e-beam N2 laser. That state is also optically 

forbidden to the ground X-state and as a consequence is only weakly 

excited by the higher energy primary electrons but strongly excited 

by the secondary electrons whose energy lies only slightly above 

the excitation threshold. 

Detailed examination of an expanded time base of the leading 

edges of the moledular emission as typified by the one at 6400Ä 

show no evidence of a component of e-beam excitation either by 

primary or secondary electrons as would be expected from the 

absence of a stable He2 ground state.  Rather the leading edge 

shows a rise time consistent with the decay of the component of 
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Figure 19:  Time evolution of a single pulsed excitation of the 7065A 
line wiiich shows both an early component due to excitation 
from energetic secondary electrons and a later recombination 
component.  Scales are 200 nanoseconds per horizontal divi- 
sion and 81 watts/liter per vertical division. 
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the 7065A excitation inferred to be due to the secondary electrons. 

This also is consistent with a simple model which requires the 

secondary electron to cool before they can participate in 

collisional recombination with the ions.  If they are energetic 

enough to excite the 7065X line, they are too hot as a group to 

recombine with the He2+ ions to give the 6400A radiation. 

From these considerations and interesting comparison can be 

made of the output energies resulting from each process. These 

are summarized in Table III. 

D 

Table III 

Comparison of Measured Output Energies 

from Direct Excitation and Recombination 

at 3 Atmospheres 

Line 

5015Ä 

7065Ä 

6400Ä 

Direct e-beam Excitation 
(micro-Joules/liter) 

%  1.8 

^16 

< 2.7 

Recombination 
(micro-Joules/liter) 

71 

110 

Table III serves to underscore the comments made in Section II 

that the potential for recovering much of the e-beam energy "lost" 

to ionization is quite high in recombination systems. 

Implicit in the development of data of the sort presented in 

Table III is a knowledge of lifetimes by which the peak powers are 
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are multiplied to estimate the output energy per pulse. The 

particular lifetimes desired are the lifetimes against recombination 

defined by equation (7), Section II. In fact, the determination 

of this lifetime is useful both as a confirmation of the recombina- 

tion origin of the light and as an effective pulse duration to 

convert peak power to pulse energy.  Such a lifetime can be 

determined in terms of measured quantities as follows: 

Starting from the more general expression for the collisional 

recombination rate coefficient, equation (5), 

a - K [e]n(Te/300)-9/2 >    (5) 

the continuity equation for ion density, neglecting diffusion 

at. these pressures, as well as competing reactions, and assuming 

[He2
+] - [e], and a constant Te ^ 300°, then 

[He2+ (t)]-(
1+^- [He2

+ (0)]-1+r1 - (l+n)Kt     .  (14) 

Now it is expected9 that the photon emission rate in any particular 

band during the course of the stabilization of the recombination 

should approximately equal some constant fraction, f, of the 

recombination rate of the ions, which allowing for geometric 

collection factors and sensitivities implies that 

I(t) - C K [He2+ (t)]2"^ .   (15) 

where C represents all collected scale factors.  Substituting (15) 

into (14) gives: 

Kt) 

l+n 

2+n 
- KO) 

l+n 
2+ri _ i±n 

(l+n) (CK) 2+n K (16) 

 -  
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This implies that a plot of intensity to the -(l+n)/(2+n) power 

would be a linear function of time and that the slope, S, of such 

a curve would be simply the right-hand side of (16).  Defining then 

S - (l+n)(CK)  2+n K (17) 

enables the effective lifetime of the collisional recombination 

defined by equation (7) to be written in terms of experimentally 

measured parameters as 

i+n 

TQ'
1
 - a[He2

+(0)] - Sd+n)"1!^ (18) 

I 

-1 
) 

Examination of this equation in comparison with (17) shows 

to be independent of the scaling of the intensity as would be 

expected. 

Finally considering the energy per pulse E, this can be 

expressed 

E - I(t)dt 

0 

which becomes upon substitution from (16) 

(19) 

,<JU 1+n l+n 2+n 

{I (0) 
2+n + K(l+n)(CK) 

2+n t l+n dt (20) 

Upon integration followed by substitution from (18) and (17), this 

becomes 

KO) T 
0 (21) 

These results suggest the procedure of plotting the inverse 

intensity to the (l+n)/(2+Ti) power for various trial values of n 

between 0 and 1, determining the best straight line slope, if any. 

— 
. 
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and then obtaining the recombination lifetime from (18). 

Equivalent pulse energies can then b«: found from (21). 

Figure 20 shows the 6A00X decay in the HPAC-1 system at 

3 atmospheres pressure to the highest useful time resolution, 

40 nanoseconds per division, and Figures 21, a through d show 

the resulting plots of I"M for four trial values for M, .50, 

.55, .60, and .66 corresponding to values of n equal to 0, 

0.22, 0.5r and 1.0, respectively. 

Although there is no unequivocal choice between the four, 

it appears that n ■ 1 could be preferred because of the longer 

range of linearity realized. In that case, the lifetime would 

be 79 nanoseconds. 

In the latter stages of the reporting period lifetime 

measurements were greatly facilitated In both speed and accuracy 

by  interfacing   the Biomation 8100 transient recorder to the 

on-line data acquisition computer serving the University's 

Atomic Physics group.  A digital image of each decay curve could 

be stored and the required inverse intensity plots to the various 

fractional powers plotted. Data for the three principal spectral 

features at 6A00Ä, 5875A, and 4650A for afterglows at the three 

pressures, 1, 3, and 4.2 atmospheres in the HPAC-lb system are 

shown in Figures 22 through 24, together with the resulting computer 

analyses and plots. 

Lifetimes of the two molecular features, 6400A and 465oX show 

reasonable agreement over the range of pressures examined 

  

---- 
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Figure 20 : Time evolution of  the 6400A band of  recombination origin 
shown  to  the highest useable  time  resolution,   40 nanoseconds 
per horizontal  division. 
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1 

i 

Figures   21 

Plots of inverse intensity to the M-power as functions of decay 
time for four models of colllsionally-stabilized recombination. 

a) n-O;  pure neutral stabilization 

b) n-0.22 

c) n-0.5 

d) irl.O; pure electron stabilization 
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Flgures 22 

i 

i 

1 

! 

i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
T 

Three data plots showing the time evolution and its 
analyses of the 6400X emission in the afterglow from 
single discharges of the e-beam, sequentially at 1 3 
and 4.2 atmospheres pressure in the HPAC-lb system! 
Each page shows, counterclockwise from the upper left, 

a) Photograph of the refreshed oscilloscope 
trace of the analog reconstruction of the 
stored transient. 

b) Plot of the digital image of the stored 
transient. 

c) Plot of the inverse intensity to the M- 
power as a function of decay time for ri=0, 
neutrally stabilized recombination. 

d) Plot of the inverse intensity to the M-power 
as a function of decay time for n=l, 
electronically stabilized recombination. 

— —  
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Figures 23 

Three data plots showing the time evolution and 
Its analyses of the 5875Ä emission In the afterglow from 
a single discharge of the e-beam, sequentially at 1, 
3, and 4.2 atmospheres pressure In the HPAC-lb system. 
Each page shows, counterclockwise from the upper left, 

a) Photograph of the refreshed oscilloscope 
trace of the analog reconstruction of the 
stored transient. 

b) Plot of the digital Image of the stored 
transient. 

c) Plot of the Inverse Intensity to the M-power 
as a function of decay time for n"0, 
neutrally stabilized recombination. 

d) Plot of the Inverse Intensity to the M-power 
as a function of decay time for n"l» 
electronically stabilized recombination. 
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!: 

Figures 24 

Three data plots showing the time evolution and Its 
analyses of the 4650Ä emission In the afterglow from 
a single discharge of the e-beam, sequentially at 1, 
3, and 4.2 atmospheres pressure In the HEAC-lb system. 
Each page shows, counterclockwise from the upper left, 

a) Photograph of the refreshed oscilloscope 
trace of the analog reconstruction of 
the stored transient. 

b) Plot of the digital image of the stored 
transient. 

c) Plot of the inverse intensity to the 
M-power as a function oc decay time for n«0, 
neutrally stabilised recombination. 

d) Plot of the Inverse intensity to the M-power 
as a function of decay time for ri"l, 
electronically stabilized recombination. 
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and suggests the validity of the assumption summarized In equation 

(15)   that the emitted Intensity Is a constant fraction of the 

energy released by the recomblnlng He2+ Ions. 

The converse behavior was found for the recombination portion 

of the decay of the atomic lines examined.    Lifetimes deduced did 

not agree with the recombination rates for the molecular bands 

or even with each other.    The most extreme divergence was shown 

by the 33D ■* 23P transition at 5875Ä which is reproduced in 

Figures 23 

The lifetime is anamolously long as can be seen upon 

inspection,  and consists of two slopes as shown in the corre- 

sponding analyses which present the inverse intensities for 

various t\.    Other atomic lines did not show the two lifetime 

behaviors but did show scattered lifetimes.    Results for life- 

times and pulse energies are collected in Table IV. 

The rather extreme variation of atomic rfcombination life- 

times strongly indicates that for the production of excited atoms 

the assumption expressed by  (15)  does not hold and that the 

relative importance of the various stabilizing channels is a 

changing function of electron density and hence,  time.    This is 

in general agreement with the results of 0.1 atmosphere work 

which has demonstrated that the molecular bands tend to have the 

same time decays10 in agreement with  (15) while the atomic lines 

do not^. 
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Table IV 

n 
• * 

n 

IJ 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

Summary of Lifetimes and Incoherent Energies 

per Pulse of the Principal Spectral Features 

Wavelength Lifetime rrl 
(nanoseconds) 

Pressure (atn) 1 3   4.2  -7 

He2 

6400Ä 160 82   59   26* 

4650Ä 126 82.5  53   34* 

He 

7065A 
267  350*  93* 

6678X 208* 100* H5*      29* 

5875Ä early 880  490  425  300* 

late 2800 3800 2700 2320* 

* HPAC-2 system 

Energy 
(micro-Joules/liter) 

1   3   4.2  : 

104 52.5 35.0 32* 

42.5 31.4 25.2 24* 

54*  59*  92* 

38.6* 24.2 12.1* 15.0* 

665  905 2200 4400* 

c)  Incoherent output efficiencies — From the data of Table IV and 

the input e-beam energy estimated in equation (11), the output 

efficiency can be obtained for the prominent spectral features 

examined.  Table V summarizes these results. 

m** 
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Table V 

Efficiencies for the Incoherent Radiation 

Observed from the Recombination 

He, 

Wavelength Efficiency 

Pressure (atm) 1 3 4.2 

6400A .0057% .00096% .00054% 

4650A .0023% .00057% .00032% 

— .001% .001% 

.002% .0004% .00015% 

.036% .016% .028% 

He 

7065A 

66781 

587 5A 

Efficiencies are not particularly impressive but this 

is not surprising because in the absence of a stimulated 

transition, at these electron densities a large fraction of the 

level to level stabilization should be accomplished by non- 

radiative transitions. According to theory, if a stimulated 

transition can be developed the energy now lost to the collisional 

channels could be tapped by a competing radiative transition, if 

strongly induced. 

d) Inferred optical gains — The gain or loss of selected transitions 

was inferred basically from the measurement of the relative en- 

hancement of the feature observed in a resonant, optical cavity. 

' 
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Interpretation of such data Is difficult at best,  but in the 

present case it was greatly facilitated by the results of a con- 

current project at  this institution.    A very intensive study has 

recently been completed by Blanaru15 on the estimation of gain and 

loss in resonant optical cavities lying between confocal and con- 

centric geometries.     Extensive calibrations have been made of such 

cavities with helium-neon lasers to verify the interpretive model 

to +.% gain per cavity transit.    Within these limits it is believed 

warranted to use the interpretative models which consisted of 

numerically integrated extensions of the early Ladenburg-Reiche 

method16. 

The primary cavity parameter which must be determined to 

scale the measurement is a geometric efficiency,  G, which essentially 

relates the total plasma volume sampled to the volume interacting 

with the cavity.     It is a function of cavity length, mirror diameter 

and the axial distance to the point of observation.    The principal 

system parameter  is  the passive optical transmlsslvlty,  a0, of the 

afterglow container and cavity per roundtrip transit of the cavity. 

Assuming then a Doppler-broadened profile in a non-oscillating 

cavity the model shown in Figure 25 was calculated for the measured 

value of ao"0.58 characteristic of the system with normal inciden'.e 

quartz windows In HPAC-1.    The fractional gain  (negative) or loss 

(positive) values per transit of the madium are plotted as abscissas. 

Ordlnates give the corresponding value of 

F - G(M-l) |       (22) 
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Flgure 25 

Plot of calculated F-factor from equation (22) as a function 
of fractional loss (+) or gain (-) coefficient per transit of 
the plasma.  The value of passive optical transmissivity 
corresponding to the measured 0.58 has been used in the 
computational model. 
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where M is the enhancement ratio of intensity sampled from the cavity 

to the intensity sampled by the same system with the mirror farthest 

from the point of observation covered.  In the case of the measurement 

to be discussed below the geometric factor G was calculated to be 4.85. 

The particular concave mirrors used in the cavity were multi-layer 

dielectrics selected to give maximum reflection over the range 6000 to 
o 

6800A.  However, calibration showed mirror losses to be less than 0.5% 
o o 

at 5875A and 7065A so that the transmissivity coefficient would be 

perturbed less than +0.01 by the extension of the measurements to 

include these two lines. 

Light from the cavity was sampled from observation of the reflection 

from a thin plate interposed in the cavity and inclined 45° to the optical 

axis.  Since the loss to the cavity contributed by the sample plate has 

been included in the transmissivity factor ^  it can be seen that inten- 

sities reaching the detector will be down more than an order of magnitude. 

In fact, it was necessary to remove both slits from the 0.25m. spectro- 

meter in order to obtain useable signal to noise ratios.  Consequently, 

spectral resolution was reduced to 120 A.  Nevertheless, this proved 

sufficient to isolate the principal features examined. 

Figures 26 a and b show the enhancement obtained in the cavity at 
O o 

6400A and 6678A, respectively.  Horizontal scale is 40 nanoseconds/division. 

Reproduceability was of the order of 0.1 division.  The difference in 

degree of enhancement is quite marked.  The characteristic values of M 

at the curve peaks are 2.6 and 1.9 for 6400 and 6678, respectively. 

From (22) the ordinate, F for Figure 25 becomes 7.8 and 4.4. respectively, 

and correspond to a gain of 17%  per transit in the first case and a gain 

of 5% in the serond. 
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However, the statistical uncertainty of +0.1 division in both 
o 

elements of the ratio M for 6678A, when combined according to stan- 

dard statistical procedures, serve to introduce a probable error of 

+.2 in M and a consequence uncertainty in F bounding it by 6.8 and 8.7. 

From Figure 25, this implies a value of gain per transit lying between 

15 and 19Z and having a nominal value of 17Z. 

Records of the remaining features in the region at 7065A and 5875A 

are shown in Figures 27a and b.  In these cases signal was quite low 

and noise a very serious problem. The 7065A data is interesting in 

that it shows a reproducible enhancement of about M - 2.5 in •"he 

direct excitation spike on the leading edge and M £ 2.0 in the after- 

glow tail. The diffetence is between an implied 16Z gain per transit 

and a nominal 8% gain. 

o 

Analysis of the 5875A data is defeated by the noise although some 

evidence can be inferred for a change from small loss to small gain as 

the decay proceeds. 

Figure 28 shows the enhancement of the 4650A band in the same optical 

geometry as the red data just presented, but with the mirrors replaced 

with a concave pair having maximum reflectivity spanning the range 3950 
O 

to 4700A. Absorption could be expected for this transition due to the 

metastability of the lower 2s3Eu
+ state.  This was, in fact, observed 

at the peak, the ratio M from Figure 28 being 1.46 and the consequent 

F, 2.23. This is beyond the range of validity of the model presented 

in Figure 25 but extrapolative indications imply in absorption coef i- 

cient of 0.23 per transit, which is a loss in excess of 23*. 

The results of these measurements are summarized in Table VI. 

I 

\ 
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Figure 28 Time-resolved enhancement of intensity of the absorptive 4650A 
band of He2 observed in the near-confocal cavity during single 
e-beara excitations at 3 atmospheres of helium, 
is 40 nanoseconds/division. 

Horizontal scale 

M MM 
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T 

Wavelength Cavity Enhancement Ratio, M 

7065A -vZ.S, early 

6678A 1.9 

6A00A 2.6 

5875A ^2.0 

4650A ^1.46 

Table VI 

Optical Gains  per Cavity Transit 

Inferred from Measurement 
Coefficient 

Gain(Loss) per transit 

M).16 

0.05 

0.17 

0.08 

M0.23) 

Considering the severe signal-to r>oise problem in the case of the 

first and fourth entry, only the measurements at 66788 and 640ÖA should 

be considered indicative.  However, since the plasma length is only about 

5 cm along the optical axis, the indicated gain of 17% for 6400? is quite 

substantial and consequently of considerable importance.  Of course such 

inferences are very dependent upon the accuracy of the rather complex 

interpretative model and in view of the high loss per tranrit of the 

cavity represent measurements quite far from the lasing threshold. 

HPAC-lb represented an attempt to reduce window losses by sealing 

quartz Brewster-angle windows across the optical axis.  Unfortunately 

the windows were distorted by the sealing process and altnough the re- 

flective and absorptive losses were quile low, refractive losses from 

individual rays were quite high and difficult to estimate quanti- 

tatively due to the small scale, randomly oriented nature of the dis- 

tortions. 

MBHLa^m. 
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Figure 29 shows  a schematic representation of  the system used 

to investigate enhancement  ratios with the HPAC-lb cell.    The intro- 

duction of Brewster angle windows introduces a loss coefficient which 

if  a function of polarization angle and a sampling efficiency which 

is also a function of polarization angle. 

Since the afterglow is  radiating incoherently,  all polarizations 

appear in the sampled beam with some corresponding to lower loss 

modes  than others.     The portion of  the beam split off  to the spect- 

rometer is  a  linear combination of  the  components of  these various 

loss modes weighted in intensity by  the selectivity of  the  inclined 

plate  to  the  different polarizations.     For example when  the sample 

plate is  at  the Brewster angle none of  the  light of  the  lowest-loss 

mode of the  cavity is  split  into the output beam.     As  a consequence 

the  rel itive enhancements measured will contain no component of the 

mode showing the highest ratio.    Rotation of the sample plate  (angle 6 

In Figure 29)   from  the Brewster angle  increases  the  fraction of the 

high-ratio polarizations  sampled,  but decreases  the enhancement 

ratio of all modes  by  introducing additional reflective  loss  into 

the cavity  for most polarizations. 

Some selection for the higher-ratio polarizations can be ac- 

complished by adjusting  the angle *  of the analyzing polarizer 

shown in Figure 29.    Nevertheless the sampling arrangement was suf- 

ficiently  complex  that quantitative analysis was  deemed inconsistent 

with the actual quality of the Brewster windows.     Rather the quali- 

tative aspects were rxamined in an attempt  to determine if  the 

optimistic predictions  of gain obiained from HPAC-1 could be supported. 

mam * — 
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Figure 29 

Schematic representation of the optical system used to determine 
the signal enhrncement produced by enclosing the afterglow within 
a resonant optical cavity. 

. 
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Flgure 30 shows the resulting enhancement ratio for  the 6400 % 

feature at 3 atmospheres pressure  In the HPAC-lb system as  a function 

of polarization angle, $  for  three different angles, 6   of  the same 

plate.    As can be seen for Increasing but small Inclinations  of the 

nlate to the Brewster angle  the peak enhancement Is Increased In agree- 

ment with theoretical expectations.    Peak values remain consistent with 

the inagniLude of  the gain per  transit Indicated by the measurements In 

HPAC-1 discussed In the Immediately preceedlng material. 

A inch less equivocal Indication of gain can be obtained by ex- 

amining the cavity enhancement  ratio as a function of  the number of 

upper state molecules radiating.     Referring again to Figure 25,  it 

can be seen that since the abscissa Is proportional to product of the 

population of the upper state and to one minus the Inversion  ratio, 

unless  the inversion ratio closely approximated unity,  a large de- 

crease in excited state population should tend to bring the value of 

abscissa closer to the coordinate origin.    Ha'» the transition been 

absorptive,  the enhancement ratio would Increase and had it  shown gain 

the ratio would decrease. 
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Figure 30 

Cavity enhancement ratios for the 6400 X emission at 3 atmospheres 
pressure as functions of polarization angle, ^ , for the different 
values of Inclination of the sampling plate to the Brewster angle. 
Fcr the curves peaking from rightmost to the left, 9-0 
angle; 6 - 1 48' to the Brewster angle; and9 - fw 
angle, respectively. 
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Figure 31 shows plots of the enhancement ratios for the 6400 X 

emission as functions of polarization angle ^ for sampling plate in- 

clinations of 1 48' and a^ö' to the Brewster angle at two pressures 

and 1 and 3 atmospheres. The ratio of excited state populations for 

the upper 38
3
EJ  state is of the order of 30:1 for the three atmo- 

sphere data. Cxearly seen is a substantial decrease in enhancement 

ratio compairable in order of magnitude to that expected for a de- 

crease in gain per transit from the indicated 15% to approximately 

zero.  (i.e. l/30th). Such data is at least completely inconsistent 

with the converse hypothesis of a strongly absorptive transition for 

6400Ä at 3 atmospheres. In the worst case it could indicate an unfor^u- 

itious equality of population per state of upper and lower states at 

3 atmospheres which is then shifted to a strongly absorptive ratio 

at 1 atmo'-nhere, but such an interpretation seems unlikely in view 

of the large change of 30:1 in the ratio of the populations between 

the two pressures. 

A more direct system for the measurement of gain or loss is under 

construction at the time of writing in which measurements of attenuation 

or enhancement will be achieved using a dye laser beam tuned to the 

resonant wavelength of the transition involved. 

\ 
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Figure 31 

Cavity enhancement ratios for the 6400 X feature as functions of 
polarization angle ^ for the two pressures in the HPAC-lb system 
i and 3 atmospheres as indicated. 

a) Upper curve -.data obtained from sampling plate 
inclined 1 48 to the Brewster angle. 

b) Lower curve - data obtained from sampling plate 
incline-! 3 36' to the Brewster angle. 
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V.     IMPLICATIONS 
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The most evident implication of the technical results presented in the pre- 

vious section is that har. optical quality Brewster windows been used on HPAC-lb, 

it woulu have lased at 6AO0A at only 3 atmospheres pressure.  It should afeain be 

emphasized that this is gain measured transversely to the e-beam over a 

relatively narrow column of afterglow. Such a result projects well to the 

planned higher-pressure cases in which the transverse dimension exceeds the 

range of the e-beam. 

The more subtle implications are perhaps even more important.  In particular: 

(1) The results summarized in Table III suggest that in he.ium collisional 

recombination does in fact offer a mechanism for optically recovering the 

majority of the excitation energy lost to ionization and wasted in analogous 

N^ and H^ e-beam laser systems. 

(2) The relatively short lifetimes summarized for the He2 wystem in Table IV 

indicate that if these are in fact recombination lifetimes, a« is indicated 

by the reciprocal plots such as Figures 22 through 24, then the possibility 

of unrealized higher 01 der terms slowing the recombination has not yet 

become a problem at 4.2 atmospheres. This is of considerable significance. 

as is iaaicated in Figure 32. because now the range of parameters spanned 

by extrapolations to the objective lifetime of a nanosecond is .«all com- 

pared to the range over which measuremenrs arc available. 

Neither the reheating of the electron, by the stabilizing processes nor 

-n unexpected saturation of the sequence ha. become a probl«. A. can h. ...„. 

the experimental point, on the 1 to 5 atmo.phere interval are con.i.tent with 

X 
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Figur« 32 

Llfecluws as a function of pressure excited by the «-bean 
of the sources of population of states resulting froa th« 
collisionally-stabillzed raconblnatlcn of helium ions. 
Th«ory Is shown by solid bars and «xperlment by open clrcl«s. 
Values ar« marked on th« bars which correspond to th« electron 
temperatures Indicated. 
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theoretical calculations at an electron temoerature of lOOC'K.  This 

temperature is in turn consistent with the extrapolations of the thermal 

11 12 
economy calculations  *  which predict the degree of temperature rise 

produced by the superelastic stabilizing collisions. 

Clearly there is a much stronger basis for extrapolating the results 

of both experiments at 0.1 atmosphere and 3.0 atmospheres to a lifetime 

of a few nancjeconds at 20 atmospheres than there was initially on the 

basis of the first measurement alone.  In fact, the recombination rate 

coefficient corresponding to the 75 nanosecond lifetime and electron 

density («J » 5 x 1014 cm"3 is 

a - 2.7 x 10"8 cm3 sec"1 (23) 

*. 

I 

I 
I 
r 

and represents one of the largest values measured for collisional recom- 

bination in the absence of dissociative recombination. It la confirming 

evidence thu the parameterisations such as (4) can indeed be considered 

valid Co such large valuck. 

(3) The implication of the rather low efficiencies for Che incoherent emission 

of radiation from Che recombination as shown in Table V is chat much of the 

stabillsatioa is carried by non-radiative collisional channels. However. 

in this CM« the prospect for reducing the importance of such channels 

by Che compecltlon from a laaing channel is good in view of Che high 

preliminary values of gain. Figure 33 presents the comparison of experi- 

ment and theory a»  a guide to pocendal exCrapoladon of energy evallable 

in Che 6400A band. The present experimenC is about three orders of magni- 

tude below thr energy corresponding to ehe quantum efficiency of Che 
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Figur« 33 

Energy/liter per pulse •• • function of gas pr.Mure 
calculated to be «velUble to the 6400A tranaltion In 
H«2 In the afterglow of the rocoablnlng e-beae discharge, 
The experlaental points reported l.i this paper are shown 
by the open circles. 
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transition. The improvement introduce.' by lasing is a very 

important parameter to obtain. 

(4) Finally it should be re-emphasized that the ga^a inferred in the 

6400A transition indicates that the system should läse in an 

afterglow container having high-quality Brewster-angle windows 

and the same excitation conditions. The difficulty in con- 

•tn cting high-ptv-*8ure, UHV-quality, las^r-quality Brewster- 

angle windows had prevented their implementation on HPAC-1, 

and lb.  Hovever, the windows have now been fabricated and are 

scheduled to be installed with HPAC-3 which will allow operation 

Co 20 atmospheres. Then the critical test of the gain measure- 

ments can be performed. 
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